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What can SmallSats do?

Modern technology has allowed the 

explosion of the capabilities of smallsats

- Current technology can do much 

more

How to push them further?

Next frontier? Deep space exploration 

with stand-alone microprobes (probes 

up to 100 kg)



Electric Solar Wind Sail

The e-sail is the perfect technology for 
carrying out such mission

- Propellantless navigation throughout 
the Solar System

- Best acceleration achieved with 
lightweight spacecraft

- Thrust sustained even in the outer 
regions of the Solar system

- Minimal power-to-thrust and mass-to-
thrust compared to ion propulsion 
(factor of 20 compared to Hall-effect 
thrusters)



The North Star mission

Gathering an international consortium to 
design and launch a microprobe mission to 
a Solar System Exit in the direction of North 
Celestial pole (= direction of the North Star)

- Unseen mission impossible with a 
traditional spacecraft

- The craft will become the furthest 
man-made object in less than 20 years 
from launch -- maybe even in 10 years

Main objective of the mission is to work as 
technology demonstration: providing an off-
orbit demonstration

Preliminary timeline:



Mission profile

1. Launch into solar orbit
○ if not available, launch 

to GTO and boost with 
on-board propulsion

2. E-sail deployment
○ Duration with tests: ~1 

month
3. 70 deg inclination change

○ Duration: < 2 years
4. Science mission & boost 

to exit
○ Duration: up to 10 years



The spacecraft

25 kg target total mass with 3 kg of 
science payload

16 tethers of 2.8 km
→ acceleration of 1.5 mm/s² at 1 

AU
(= 20 times more than the Dawn 

spacecraft)

Deployable parabolic membrane 
functions both as the antenna 

and as a solar reflector

Craft mass and acceleration as functions of tether length

Artist’s impression of the 
folding antenna design



Scientific mission

The mission presents great scientific 
opportunities

- The power consumption of the e-sail 
will describe the solar wind density

- The spacecraft trajectory can be used 
to determine solar wind speed

→ Mapping of solar wind parameters along 
the whole trajectory

- Calibration done at near-Earth orbit 
at known conditions

1-3 other experiments

- Galactic background illumination 
measurement

- Your instrument?



Call for proposals

We’re opening the call for proposals now!

Looking for partners to develop

- Spacecraft subsystems
- Deployable reflector
- Rad-hard or error-correcting OBC
- Radio

- Navigation
- Science payloads
- Ground segment
- Something else?

Get your system onboard now!

You can find the link on our website, 
https://aurorapt.fi

Or ask for more details via north-
star@aurorapt.fi



Thank you!

For more information:

north-star@aurorapt.fi
https://aurorapt.fi

Call for 
proposals


